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Abstract

1

Introduction

Can computers learn to read regression data? Imagine you want to get a declarative description of your
possibly high-dimensional dataset containing a huge
amount of observations. That is, next to providing a
regression model, your computer reads, i.e. interprets
your regression data for you in terms of a declarative
probabilistic knowledge base. Indeed, this is akin to
Machine Reading (MR), the automatic unsupervised
understanding of text. According to Etzioni et al. [10]
MR combines information extraction and reasoning to
draw conclusions about implicitly given knowledge. In
analogy, we investigate the problem of machines reading regression data (MR2 D). That is, given a regression
dataset together with weighted logical knowledge, is it
possible to automatically understand and thus be able
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We propose a novel mixtures of Gaussian
processes model in which the gating function is interconnected with a probabilistic
logical model, in our case Markov logic networks. In this way, the resulting mixed
graphical model, called Markov logic mixtures of Gaussian processes (MLxGP), solves
joint Bayesian non-parametric regression and
probabilistic relational inference tasks. In
turn, MLxGP facilitates novel, interesting
tasks such as regression based on logical constraints or drawing probabilistic logical conclusions about regression data, thus putting
“machines reading regression data” in reach.
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Figure 1: Kitchen Regression Data (left) and
Logical Knowledge (right) While setting the table,
the height of the subject’s right hand is observed over
time (left). Background knowledge about the location
of objects and rules describing actions to set the table
are given (right). onT(O) short for onTable(O,T) indicates whether object O is located on the table at time T,
inCb(O,T) short for inCupboard(O) defines the storing location of O, and atT(T) short for atTable(T)
represents whether the subject is at the table at time
T. Objects are plate (p), cup (c), and knife (k),
and segment(O,T) indicates whether the movement
at time T is assigned to the manipulation of object O.
to “read” the regression data?
As an example consider the situation depicted in
Fig. 1. It shows a regression dataset as well as relational background knowledge extracted from the realworld TUM Kitchen Dataset [26]. A subject is setting
the table and the height of the subject’s right hand is
observed over time. Additionally, background knowledge about the location of objects and rules describing actions to set the table are given. By combining
both types of information, the regression data and the
declarative background knowledge, can a machine actually understand the process of setting the table?
Other situations in which both regression data and
weighted logical knowledge is available are, for instance, GPS tracks enriched with points of interest
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or social network information, and climate data combined with complex knowledge about emission pathways. Further examples can be found in robotics where
binary and continuous knowledge gained from different sensors together with logical background knowledge can be used to improve context-specific grasping,
terrain modeling or robot localization, among others.
In this context, our main contribution is a novel model
that intertwines Gaussian process (GP) regression [20]
within probabilistic logical languages. Whereas GPs
capture the regression data well, probabilistic logical languages, see e.g. [11, 7, 6] for overviews,
provide powerful formalisms to compactly represent
noisy declarative knowledge. Specifically, we introduce Markov logic mixtures of Gaussian processes
(MLxGP). It takes Tresp’s [27] mixtures of Gaussian
processes (MGP) model and intertwines the gating
function with a probabilistic relational model – in our
case Richardson and Domingos’ [21] Markov logic networks (MLNs)1 . In doing so, MLxGP facilitates joint
Bayesian non-parametric regression and probabilistic
logical inference. Thus, MLxGP puts MR2 D in reach.
Reconsider the Kitchen example in Fig. 1. Here, an
MLxGP can exploit two sources of knowledge, the
MLN and the MGP, to achieve a segmentation of the
data (as indicated by the colors in Fig. 1) and, in turn,
an understanding of the observed data in terms of the
declarative background knowledge. Actually, MLxGP
reads the data as follows: “To set the table the subject
first carried the plate, then the knife, followed by the
cup.” Indeed, one may argue that inference in the GP
and the probabilistic logical model separately is sufficient to achieve the same reading. However, as shown
by our experiments, this is not the case, at least without expensive feature engineering. The probabilistic
logical model and in turn the understanding of the regression data is improved by knowledge captured in
the GP. The GP regression benefits from the probabilistic logical model since it influences predictions for
missing values.
We proceed as follows. We start off by touching
upon related work and briefly reviewing (M)GPs and
MLNs. Then, we introduce MLxGP and describe how
to perform inference and how to learn the mixture
weights and the hyperparameters. Before concluding,
we present our experimental evaluation.

2

Related Work

MLxGPs combine two lines of research: Gaussian processes, in particular mixtures of Gaussian processes,
1
Other probabilistic relational models could be used instead, as long as they induce a factor graph.

and statistical relational learning.
A multitude of MGPs have been proposed in literature [27, 19, 14, 29, 1, 25, 22]. We adapt the idea
of Tresp [27] that each observation comes from one
individual unobserved GP, termed expert. From the
observations, expert mixture weights are learned. Experts obtain infinite noise terms for observations if
they do not belong to this expert. However, in contrast to classical MGPs, MLxGP declaratively “explains” both the experts and the weights by modeling the dependencies between the experts as well as
between data points by a probabilistic logical model.
Deisenroth et al. [8] proposed the idea that a classifier
selects one out of two GPs to predict a target value
for a test input. Again, this approach does not handle
implicit knowledge derived from a probabilistic logical
knowledge base (KB). Indeed, several relational GPs
have been proposed, see e.g. [5, 23, 30, 17]. However,
they are no mixtures and assume relations between
data points to be extensional, i.e., given as a set of
true and false ground facts rather than intensional,
i.e., in terms of rules as in MLxGP.
Finally, within the statistical relational learning community, hybrid models incorporating continuous variables into probabilistic logical models have been proposed, see e.g. [28, 12, 4]. Also, there has been
extensive work on constructing process model from
continuous data using declarative background knowledge, see e.g. [3] and reference in there. However, these approaches are all of parametric nature
although Bayesian non-parametric methods are desirable to model non-linear functions, for instance.

3

Mixtures of Gaussian Processes

Gaussian processes (GP) [20] are an extremely attractive method to perform non-linear regression because of their flexible non-parametric nature, their
analytical properties and the predictive uncertainties
they provide. Assume we have a training set D =
{(xi , yi )}i=1,...,n = {(X, y)} of n multi-dimensional
inputs and their corresponding scalar outputs. The
regression task is, given a new input x∗ , to obtain
the predictive distribution for the corresponding observation y∗ . The output yi = f (xi ) + εi is assumed
to be generated by an underlying latent function and
additive independent Gaussian noise εi ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
Now, a GP prior on f (xi ) ∼ GP(0, k(xi , xj )) yields a
multivariate Gaussian distribution for f = f (X) =
>
(f (x1 ), ..., f (xn )) with zero mean and covariance
function k(xi , xj ), which may be any Mercer kernel
function with hyperparameters θ. For a new input
case x∗ , the predictive distribution is Gaussian and
given by f∗ | X, y, x∗ ∼ N (f̄∗ , cov(f∗ )). For the sake
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of clarity, we focus on predictions for one test input.
See [20] for a comprehensive introduction to GPs.
MGPs are a variant of the mixture of experts
model [13], which extend a single GP to handle
multiple latent functions. Each individual expert
GP k ∈ {GP 1 , ..., GP R } locally represents the dependencies in the data by using respective hyperparameters Θ = {θ 1 , ..., θ R }. Fig. 2 (upper part) graphically
illustrates such an MGP model for regression using the
gates notation [15] to indicate that the Gaussian field
of latent variables fi is indeed a mixture of GP experts.
Dependent on the state of the nominal selector variable z connected to the gate itself, GP mixtures are
created. The probability distribution of the output y∗
is determined by
X
P (y∗ | x∗ , Θ, X, y) =
P (y∗ , z∗ | x∗ , Θ, X, y)

Table 1: The Kitchen MLN The mutual exclusive predicates (denoted by O!) expert(1,T) and
expert(2,T) indicate whether an object is carried
from the cupboard respectively the kitchen counter.
Variables are typed such that T represents points in
time, O stands for objects, and E ranges over the experts. T+1 denotes the successive time step of T.
Rule

First-Order Logic

Only one object is carried
at once.

segment(O!,T)

10.0

If an object is stored in the
cupboard, the movements
to carry it are modeled by
expert 1.

(segment(O,T) ∧ inCupboard(O))
⇔ expert(1,T)

10.0

... otherwise by expert 2.

(segment(O,T) ∧ ¬inCupboard(O))
⇔ expert(2,T)
segment(O,T) ⇔ segment(O,T+1)

10.0

One object is carried in
successive points in time.

Weight

1.0

An object remains on the
table.

onTable(O,T) ⇒ onTable(O,T+1)

An object, carried in one
instant of time and not
carried in the successive
point in time, is being
placed on the table.

((segment(O,T) ∧
¬segment(O,T+1)) ⇔
(onTable(O,T+1) ∧
¬onTable(O,T)))

40.0

where N (y∗ ; f¯∗ , cov(f∗k )) is the Gaussian density of
y∗ calculated at input x∗ given mean and covariance
of GP k and P (z∗ = k | x∗ , z) is the probability that y∗
is generated by the k-th component of the mixture.

If the subject is at the table, the carried object is
put there at that moment.

(segment(O,T) ∧ atTable(T)
⇒ (¬onTable(O,T) ∧
onTable(O,T+1)))

40.0

Usually, the subject is not
at the table.

¬atTable(T)

3.0

An object located on the
table is not carried at the
same time.

onTable(O,T) ⇒ ¬segment(O,T)

4.0

4

Exactly one expert is active at the same time.

expert(E!,T)

∞

=

R
X

z∗
k
P (z∗ = k | x∗ ) N (y∗ ; f¯∗ , cov(f∗k )),

k=1
k

Markov Logic Networks

First-order probabilistic models essentially join graphical models with elements of first-order logic by defining
template factors (such as Poole’s parfactors [18]) that
apply to whole sets of objects at once. A simple and
powerful such language is Markov logic [21]. A Markov
logic network (MLN) consists of a set of formulas Fi
in first-order logic weighted by ωi ∈ R. By plugging in
a finite set of constants into the formulas, the ground
MLN results in a Markov network which contains one
binary node for each possible grounding of a predicate
and one feature per formula. A Markov network is
called to be a world if there are values assigned to all
the nodes and features. Then, the probability distribution of a world x is given by the log-linear model
!
X
1
ωi ni (x)
(1)
P (x) = exp
Z
i
where ni (x) is the number of true groundings of formula Fi in the considered world x and Z is the partition function. Eq. (1) is equivalent to the product of
Q
n (x)
potential functions P (x) = Z1 i φi (xi ) i , where φi
is the potential for formula Fi . A world is not impossible if a single formula is violated as it would be the case
in first-order logic. However, it is less likely, dependent
on the relevance of the formula which is determined
by its weight. An important inference task in MLNs

∞

is to compute the conditional probability of variables
given the truth values of some others, the evidence E,
by marginalizing over the remaining variables. Belief
propagation [16], for instance, efficiently solves this
problem. For the rest of this paper, we denote the
information provided by the MLN by η = {F, ω, E}.
Tab. 1 shows an MLN for the Kitchen example.
Following logic programming convention, arguments
in upper case denote variables/placeholders, e.g.
inCupboard(O), and in lower case ground predicates,
e.g. inCupboard(plate). The bottom of Fig. 2 shows
part of the induced graphical model.

5

Markov Logic Mixture of GPs

Experts and mixture weights of the MGP approach are
based on training regression data only. Markov logic
mixture of GPs (MLxGP) extends this idea by also
conditioning the mixture weights on an MLN.
5.1

The Model

The MLxGP model consists of two parts, the mixture of experts model and an MLN. Let D =
{(xi , yi )}i=1,...,n be a regression dataset, e.g. motion
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Figure 3: Kitchen Gating Function The gating
GPs provide a segmentation of the input space. In
the Kitchen example, they indicate whether an object
is carried from the cupboard or the kitchen counter.
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ex(k,xi )

segment(p,xi )

segment(c,xi )

inCupboard(p)

inCupboard(c)

Figure 2: Mixed Graphical Model for MLxGP
The upper part is a chain graph for a mixture of
two GPs for regression. Squares represent observed
variables and circles unknowns. Dashed rectangles illustrate gates and solid lined rectangles plates. The
thick horizontal bar represents a set of fully connected
nodes. Note that an observation yi is conditionally
independent of all other nodes given the corresponding latent variable fik . The lower part is the ground
graphical model for the Kitchen example applying the
first three rules and the last rule of Tab. 1 to the constants plate (p) and cup (c). {(xi , yi )}i=1,...,n denotes
the regression dataset, zi represent the selector variables. The node expert(k,xi ) (ex(k,xi )), indicates
whether training case xi belongs to expert GP k .
capture data as in Fig. 1, and η = {F, ω, E} is the
information provided by the knowledge base consisting of first-order formulas Fj which might be dependent on the input of the regression data, their assigned
weights ωj , and some evidence E. The goal is to learn
both the hyperparameters Θ = {θ 1 , ..., θ R } of the
k
GP experts GP 1 , ..., GP R , where θ k = (θ1k , ..., θm
)> ,
k
mk = |θ k | and k ∈ {1, 2, ..., R} and their mixture
weights in order to predict unknown output values as
well as truth values of ground atoms. Let z be the latent categorical selector variable indicating which expert is active for the corresponding input, then the
probability P (zi = k) of yi being generated by the kth expert GP k serves as a mixture weight. For each
expert GP k and training input xi , the MLN contains
an atom expert(k,xi ) which is connected to the corresponding selector variable zi . An illustrating mixed
graphical model of the MLxGP model considering an
excerpt of the Kitchen example is shown in Fig. 2.
The general idea of the MLxGP model is that both the

estimates about the mixture weights provided by the
MLN, which can be interpreted as a declarative prior
for the MLxGP, and the noise of the predictions of the
experts indicate how well a data point is explained by
a specific expert. In MLxGPs, we model this property
by an artificial input-dependent noise constituting a
soft assignment of training points to GP experts. If, in
the extreme case, the data point (xi , yi ) is not included
in the training set of expert GP k , then the noise term
of GP k is set to a high value, up to infinity. If, on
the other hand, (xi , yi ) is assigned to GP k , then the
artificial noise term is close to zero.
The predictive mean and variance of expert GP k are
k
f¯i =K k (xi , X)[K k (X, X) + Ψk + σk2 I]−1 y, (2)

cov(fik ) =K k (xi , xi ) + σk2 − K k (xi , X)·
[K k (X, X) + Ψk + σk2 I]−1 K k (X, xi ),

(3)

where the diagonal matrix Ψk constitutes the inputdependent artificial noise term and σk2 is the noise variance of expert GP k . Both terms are obtained from the
learning phase of the MLxGP.
5.2

Inference

In order to do joint inference within the MGP and the
MLN, we have to introduce a gating function.
Gating Function: Given the estimated probabilities
of the selector variables wik = P (zi = k | X, y, η), and
the artificial noise terms Ψk (both will be introduced
later), and given the hyperparameters Θ of the GP
experts, the key component is the gating function. It
defines the mixture assignment at an unknown input
case x∗ based on the latent selector variable z∗ which is
influenced by both the KB and the GP. As gating function for the MLxGP model, we introduce an R-class
classification Gaussian process model determining the
probability of data point x∗ to be generated by expert
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GP k : w∗k =


P (z∗ = k | x∗ , X, w1 , ..., wR ) =

exp rf¯∗z,k
R
P


, (4)

exp rf¯∗z,ν



hand while grasping a specific object, or which object
(cup, plate or knife) is carried at which time. These
predictions provide sensible information to enable the
understanding of the regression curve of the MLxGP.

ν=1

where f¯∗z,k is the prediction of GP zk with a shared output scale r. {GP z1 , ..., GP zR } is a second set of so-called
gating GPs with hyperparameters Θz = {θ z1 , ..., θ zR },
)> , sk = |θ zk | and k ∈
where θ zk = (θ1k,z , ..., θsk,z
k
{1, 2, ..., R}. In our running example, the two gating
GPs illustrated in Fig. 3 indicate the probability of
the subject carrying an object from the cupboard or
the kitchen counter at an arbitrary point in time. The
rescaling factor r controls the hardness of the assignments of unknown data points to the expert GPs. The
larger r, the harder the assignment to one single GP
expert. For reasons of model complexity, we do not
learn r, but fix it to a value of 6 in all experiments.
To learn the gating GPs, the selector variables are
treated as noise-free observations and the training set
{(xi , wik )}i=1,...,n is used to train a standard GP GP zk
for each k. The belief P (zdummy = k | X, η) obtained from the KB is used as a constant mean function
for GP zk and contains the information provided by the
KB for all data points not contained in D. Technically,
we have to add a constant xdummy to the KB which
covers all test cases for which no regression data is
given, e.g. xdummy covers all points in time with missing measurements of motion capture data.
Predictive Distribution and Beliefs: Given the
gating function, we can now compute predictive distributions and beliefs. Thus, it is possible to predict continuous regression values based on the gating function
as well as truth values for ground atoms in the knowledge base. The predictive distribution corresponding
to a new input case x∗ has mean
XR
f¯∗ = P (y∗ | x∗ , X, y, z, Θ) =
w∗k f¯∗k ,
k=1

where w∗k is determined by Eq. (4), and f¯∗k is the predictive mean at test input x∗ of expert GP k given by
Eq. (2). The predictive variance is determined by
!2
R
R

X
X
2 
k
k
k
k
k
cov (f∗ ) =
w cov(f ) + f¯
−
w f¯
,
∗

k=1

∗

∗

∗ ∗

k=1

where cov(f∗k ) is computed as in Eq. (3). The resulting
mixture, denoted as MLxGP, is a Gaussian Process.

5.3

Learning

The learning phase of the MLxGP consists of two
steps, first we estimate the mixture weights and then
we learn the final hyperparameters of the GP experts.
Estimating Mixture Weights: To estimate the
mixture weights (learning the MLN is left as future
work), we learn them simultaneously with the hyperparameters of the GP experts. Hence, we maximize
the expected log-likelihood for both y and z
Q(X, y, Θ, z, η) = E (log P (y, z | X, Θ, η))
=

R
n X
X

wik (log P (yi | X, y−i , θ k , η, zi = k)

i=1 k=1

+ log P (zi = k | X, y−i , Θ, η)) ,

(5)

where y−i denotes all training outputs except yi
and wik is the mixture weight for xi of expert GP k .
Since MLN and GP are separated by the the selector variables zi as depicted in Fig. 2, we apply the
Expectation-Maximization algorithm [9].
In the E-step, we compute the probability wik =
P (zi = k | X, y, η) of the selector variable, based on
the GP hyperparameters Θ(t−1) obtained from the previous M-step. To do so, we first compute a prior for
the MLN atoms expert(k, xi ) processing information
from the GP experts model, i.e.

N yi ; f¯ik , cov(fik )
(t−1)
P (zi = k | X, y, θ k
) = PR
,
N yi ; f¯ν , cov(f ν )
ν=1

i

i

where N (y; m, σ 2 ) is the likelihood of y given mean m
and variance σ 2 . To incorporate this information into
the MLN, let gi,k (s) be the feature of the clique only
containing the expert(k, xi ) node, i.e. the feature corresponding to the unary clique potential of this node,
with states s ∈ {0, 1}. We set this feature to the current guess of whether data point xi belongs to expert
GP k or not, i.e.
(
(t−1)
P (zi = k | X, y, θ k
),
for s = 1,
gi,k (s) =
(t−1)
1 − P (zi = k | X, y, θ k
), for s = 0.

Inference in the KB can be performed by any inference
algorithm such as message passing techniques like belief propagation or junction tree.

Using standard inference techniques for the MLN provides the belief πik = P (zi = k | X, η) . Combining πik
and the likelihood yields the normalized expert mix(t−1)
ture weights wik = P (zi = k | X, y, θk
, η) =

For the Kitchen MLxGP as depicted in Fig. 2 interesting predictions are the height of the subject’s right

πik N (yi ; f¯i , cov(fik ))
.
PR
ν
ν
¯ν
ν=1 πi N (yi ; fi , cov(fi ))

k
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In the M-step, based on the estimates wik and
πik of the E-step, the hyperparameters Θ(t) for the
GP experts are learned. We therefore maximize
the objective function, Eq. (5), w.r.t. the hyperparameters Θ(t) of the expert GPs using, for instance, gradient based optimization. Unfortunately,
log P (zi = k | X, y−i , Θ(t) , η) in Eq. (5) has no closed
form and Θ(t) is unknown. Therefore, differentiation
w.r.t. Θ is intractable and we approximate this term
by log P (zi = k | X, y−i , Θ(t−1) , η) using the hyperparameters Θ(t−1) from the previous iteration. This
yields the approximate objective function Q̃.
We set the covariance matrix of expert GP k as K k =
K k (X, X) + Ψk + σ 2 I, where σ 2 is the noise variance
obtained from a standard GP trained on the entire
regression dataset and Ψk is a diagonal matrix constituting the artificial noise featuring a soft assignment
of training points being considered for prediction for
k
expert GP k . ψii
intuitively consists of two terms:
(a) Contribution from MLN: Based on the estimates
1−π k

πik determined from the MLN, the term πk i obtains
i
a value close to zero if the current belief is that the
training point (xi , yi ) belongs to expert GP k , and a
value up to infinity otherwise. P
n
(b) Contribution from GP: n1 j=1 πjk (f¯jk − yj )2 indicates the estimate for the current noise of expert
GP k and is zero for a perfect prediction of all training cases and positive otherwise. This term guarantees that during weight learning, predictions for actual
training cases of the respective expert are close to their
observed values.
In order to preserve the idea of the artificial noise ranging from zero to infinity dependent on how probable
the corresponding data point belongs to the training
set of the considered expert, these two terms are multiplied. Hence, the artificial noise
 Pn
2 
k ¯k
1 − πik
π
f
−
y
j
j
j=1 j
k
ψii
=
nπik
k
ranges from zero to infinity, whereas ψii
is zero if
(xi , yi ) is generated by the k-th expert, i.e. wik = 1,
and takes an infinite value if not, i.e. wik = 0. In the
latter case, the i-th row and i-th column of the inverse
covariance matrices in Eqs. (2) and (3) are zero. In
turn, observation yi has no influence on the prediction
of expert GP k since it is treated as not being part of
its training set.
Now, by computing
( [Z l αl ]
αli [Zjl (K l )−1 ]ii
i
j
∂ f¯ik
−
, k=l
l
−1
[(K l )−1 ]2ii
= [(K ) ]ii
,
∂θjl
0,
k 6= l
( [Z l (K l )−1 ]
ii
j
∂cov(fik )
, k=l
[(K l )−1 ]2ii
=
l
∂θj
0,
k 6= l

Table 2: MLxGP vs. GPR
Dataset
Kitchen
Terrain
Friends-Coffee
Motorcycle

NRMSE
GPR MLxGP
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.04
0.28
0.12
0.08
0.08

NLPD
GPR MLxGP
5.88
5.77
3.57
0.22
3.34
10.11
4.58
4.28

Table 3: MLxGP vs. MLN
Dataset
Kitchen
Terrain
Friends-Coffee
Motorcycle

CMLL
MLN
MLxGP
−57.81
-1.07
−14.13
-9.16
−18.20
-2.96
−0.01
−0.01
l

with αl = (K l )−1 y and Zjl = (K l )−1 ∂K
, the par∂θ l
j

tial derivatives of the objective function Q̃ w.r.t. the
experts’ hyperparameters are given by
n
R
∂ Q̃(t) X X k ∂ log P (yi | X, y−i , Θ(t) , η, zi = k) ∂ f¯ik
wi
=
∂θjl
∂θjl
∂ f¯ik
i=1 k=1
!
k
∂ log P (yi | X, y−i , Θ(t) , η, zi = k) ∂cov fi

+
∂θjl
∂cov fik
n

X
1
αil [Zjl αl ]i
=
wil
l
−1
[(K
)
]
ii
i=1



(αil )2
1
l
l −1
−
,
1+
[Z
(K
)
]
ii
j
2
[(K l )−1 ]ii

using the chain rule for derivation [20]. Q̃ is then optimized w.r.t. Θ using, for instance, scaled conjugate
gradient optimization. We consider a constant noise
fixed to the value learned by a standard GP on the entire regression dataset. After convergence of the proposed EM algorithm, all hyperparameters for the resulting GP experts are finally learned again including
the noise variances σk2 .
Learning Final Hyperparameters: To refine the
2
hyperparameters θ1 , ..., θR and σ12 , ...σR
of the expert
GPs GP k , we divide the regression dataset into expert
training sets, one for each expert. The splits are based
on a threshold t of the mixture weights which were
learned by the EM algorithm. Then, a standard GP is
trained on the corresponding set to learn the experts’
final hyperparameters.
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Experimental Illustration

Our intention here is to investigate the power of intertwining probabilistic logical and GP models, i.e., the
following questions: (Q1) Can MLxGP improve performance upon (M)GPs? (Q2) Can MLxGP improve
performance upon MLNs? (Q3) Can MLxGP be used
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Figure 4: Experimental Results (a) shows segmentations for the Kitchen example indicating which object
was manipulated at which time, MLN (top) and MLxGP (bottom). (b) compares the regression predictions of
GPR (top) and MLxGP (bottom) for the Terrain example. In (c), the MLxGP (top) and the segmenting gating
functions (bottom) are illustrated for the Friends-Coffee example. The regression predictions for the Motorcycle
dataset is depicted in (d), MGP (top) and MLxGP (bottom).
to realize “machines reading regression data”?
To answer (Q1)-(Q3), we conducted experiments on
several datasets: the real-world Kitchen data used for
illustration throughout the paper, synthetic datasets
for a 1D terrain model and a friends-coffee model,
and the motorcycle dataset. Specifically, we compare
MLxGP and MGP (Q1) on a standard MGP benchmark dataset, namely the motorcycle dataset. To compare with GPs, we use leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOO-CV) to compute normalized root mean squared
error (NRMSE ) and negative log predictive density
(NLPD). For both measures holds, the smaller the
better. To compare with MLNs, we compute the
conditional marginal
P log-likelihood (CMLL) defined as
CMLL(X = x) = i∈Q log P (Xi = xi | E) with query
set Q and evidence set E. CMLL is zero for a perfect
prediction and negative otherwise. To demonstrate
that enriching an MLN with continuous regression
data will improve upon the belief estimate of certain
query variables, we use fixed sets Q and E rather than
performing cross-validation. In all experiments, we set
the rescaling parameter r = 6, the threshold t = 0.5,
and used junction tree for inference in the MLN.
TUM Kitchen Data (Q2,Q3): We evaluated
MLxGP on our Kitchen example which is based on
the TUM Kitchen dataset [26]. Of the demonstration
indexed by (1-3), we considered the time frames where
the subject set the table with a plate, a knife, and
a cup, and viewed a subsample of the motion cap-

ture data of the height of the subject’s right hand
as depicted in Fig. 1. The full MLN is provided in
Tab. 1. The MLxGP experts represented whether
an object was carried from the cupboard (blue) or
the kitchen counter (red). MLxGP not only provides
the corresponding segmentation (cf. Fig. 3) — thus
(Q3) can be answered affirmatively — but it tells us
which object was manipulated through the predicate
segment(Object,Time). Fig. 4(a) illustrates that the
MLN (top) did not give good results since it does not
take regression data into account, and hence is undecided which object was carried after the plate. MLxGP
(bottom), in contrast, infers that the subject first carried the plate, then the knife, followed by the cup.
In fact, MLxGP achieves a CMLL of −1.07 whereas
MLN obtains a CMLL of −57.81, cf. Tab. 3. This
clearly shows that it is beneficial to incorporate regression data into MLNs and hence, (Q2) can be answered
affirmatively. Moreover, this advantage does not considerably affect regression performance, cf. Tab. 2.
1D Terrain Model (Q1): Suppose that we want to
model a terrain consisting of flat regions and a hill/wall
from n observations (xi , yi ) where xi models depth and
yi observed height. Due to limited view, there are
no observations taken directly behind the wall which
results in high local uncertainty when modeling the
terrain. However, if we have further witnessed a head
behind the wall, a human could easily reason how thick
this wall is and that it is very likely to be flat ground
behind the wall, cf. top of Fig. 4(b). MLxGP incorpo-
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rates this kind of reasoning into GPR such that these
implicit observations can efficiently be processed for
regression prediction. Let us further suppose the following rules: (a) the flat region has a smooth surface
and the wall has a rough texture, (b) when observing a head at location x at a certain height, e.g. at
height 6, it is likely that at this location, the person is
standing on flat ground. In the KB, we model these
constraints by probabilistic first-order logic and provide evidence about the consistency of the surface at
some locations, as well as about the observation of a
head directly behind the wall.
To compare regression performance of MLxGP and
GPR, we evaluated the models by taking the unobserved points behind the wall into account such that
LOO-CV considers them as additional test sets. The
error measures of MLxGP are NRMSE = 0.04 and
NLPD = 0.22 in comparison with NRMSE = 0.10 and
NLPD = 3.57 in the case of GPR as provided in Tab. 2,
which answers (Q1) clearly affirmatively. These results present the power of MLxGPs to approximate
unknown data points for which we have background
knowledge, i.e. we can perform constraint reasoning
with GPs.
Friends-Coffee (Q2,Q3): In our synthetic FriendsCoffee example, the regression dataset consists of
water consumption measurements taken in a coffee
kitchen at a research institute, cf. Fig. 4(c). We modeled the data using two GP experts indicating whether
a coffee drinker is at the office or not. In the MLN, we
encoded that if two persons are friends, they probably
either are both coffee drinkers or not. We assumed two
persons anna and bob and provided evidence that they
are friends, bob is a coffee drinker, and some evidence
about which days they were at work. When analyzing
the regression data, a human could easily reason that
anna is not a coffee drinker, although she is friends
with bob. Now, running inference within the MLN
yielded a probability of 0.57 for anna being a coffee
drinker. The MLxGP, however, additionally takes the
regression data into account and predicted a probability of 0.0 for the same query. This improvement is also
shown by the CMLL: −18.20 for MLN and −2.96 for
MLxGP, cf. Tab. 3. This clearly gives an affirmative
answer to (Q2).
It also provides an affirmative answer to (Q3) as shown
by the segmenting gating function in Fig. 4(c) (bottom). We can actually read off: “At first, Anna who
drinks no coffee, 2 was alone at the office. After a few
days, her friend Bob came to work, consuming a lot of
water from the coffee kitchen as he is a coffee drinker.
2

We assume that only coffee drinkers consume water
from the coffee kitchen frequently whereas others prefer to
get water from somewhere else.

Then, he worked one day from home, and returned to
the office at the next day. The following days, Anna
was again alone at the office whilst Bob might have
returned for one day, probably without drinking coffee
at that day.”
Motorcycle (Q1): A common benchmark dataset
for MGPs is the motorcycle dataset [24]. This realworld dataset consists of measurements of acceleration
of the head of a motorcycle rider at an impact. The
data is divided into three phases (riding, impact, hitting ground) and therefore, in both MGP and MLxGP,
we modeled the data using three GP experts. For
MLxGP, we augmented the dataset with soft evidence
on the mixtures, i.e. on every mixture weight, we set
a probability which reflects our initial belief about the
corresponding data point belonging to the respective
expert. We further integrated natural constraints such
as “the impact phase cannot be followed by the riding phase”, etc. Fig. 4(d) compares the performance
of MLxGP (top) with the one of MGP (bottom). As
the colors indicate, MLxGP was able to partition the
input space into the expected three phases and to depict the corresponding modes. In contrast, the experts
of the MGP have no specific meaning. Moreover, this
additional capability is not sacrificing regression performance. The MGP model yields an NRMSE of 0.10
and an NLPD of 4.62, MLxGP had an NRMSE of
0.08 and an NLPD of 4.28. This clearly provides an
affirmative answer to (Q1).
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Conclusions

We presented a novel mixture of GPs model, called
MLxGP, which mixes several Gaussian process experts
using Markov logic (ML). MLxGP can be used for
defining complex non-i.i.d. models for tasks requiring
both Bayesian non-parametric regression and probabilistic logical inference. We introduced the model and
inference algorithms for it, and illustrated its effectiveness on several datasets. Overall our contribution and
results are an encouraging sign that “machines reading
regression data” (MR2 D) may not be insurmountable.
This work suggests several avenues for future work
such as relational networks of GPs lifting dependent
GPs [2] to the relational level, learning the structure
and the weights of the MLN jointly with the MGP
part, and the application of MLxGPs within realworld applications, e.g. realizing robots that understand their grasps.
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